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JOHNNY FOOTBALL 2 1 5 5 4 2 19 $446

FLOWER MOUND JAGUAR SPIRIT SHIRT FUNDRAISER

2022

This form is for your personal use and reconciliation purposes, only.    
[INSTRUCTIONS]

1. Collect all orders on this form to keep track of each recipient's requested shirt, size, and quantity.

2. Payments must be made to YOU as you will place the order online on the behalf of your recipients. 

3. Enter order at https://kristees.biz.  "Custom Store" -->"Flower Mound Football" --> "Flower Mound Football Fan Shirt."

4. If you want your Jersey Number, Last Name, or a Nickname, designate those details to be printed via the online form  

5. Pick up order(s) at Kris Tees (102 W. Main Street, Lewisville 75057 / 214-222-4600 / kristees.tshirts@gmail.com)

NOTE FOR ONLINE SELECTIONS: We will print whatever name is designated in the "Name/Nickname" text box. Orders 

indicating "NO" from the "Print Jersey Number" drop down menu or with no entry in the "Name/Nickname" text box will 

be assumed to keep blank for those respective areas of the shirt.  For orders indicating "YES" in the "Print Jersey 

Number" drop-down menu, we will reconcile jersey numbers with the coach's final rosters before printing.  This will help 

accommodate early roster moves. Orders can be placed at any time BUT those placed online by 8/10 will be guaranteed 

ready for pick up by 8/24.  We recommend a couple of phases (08/10 order and 8/17+) to accommodate friends and family 

around the start of school.  It is okay to place multiple orders to accommodate your sales needs.

CANVAS COTTON TEE -- SHORT SLEEVE AND LONG SLEEVE

100% Ring Spun Cotton
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